ABSTRACT Using the array technique, the multi-channel synthetic aperture radar (SAR) has the capability of high-resolution imaging, detection, and location of the ground moving targets, which is a powerful tool during the remote sensing of smart city. Recently, the theory of compressive sensing has been applied to radar imaging with data of compressive sampling, which can effectively reduce the burden of current radar system. In this paper, we focus on SAR moving targets imaging from sparse aperture (SA) data with accurate target motion compensation. The procedure of motion compensation is decomposed into two steps: the SPECAN processing in the range frequency and azimuth time domain is first applied and then followed by the residue component correction embedded into sparse imaging. To overcome the SA and target motion, a novel parametric sparse imaging approach is proposed by addressing the problems of Doppler ambiguity and phase errors. In the scheme, a parametric and dynamic dictionary is used to include these two important issues. Then, a modified orthogonal matching pursuit method is presented for high-quality imaging with Doppler ambiguity number estimation and phase error correction, which can deal with the case of multiple moving targets. Finally, experimental analysis is performed to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a modern powerful sensor, the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) can provide high-resolution (HR) imageries of the observed scenes [1] - [5] . Incorporating the array technique [6] - [9] , the multi-channel SAR [3] - [5] , [10] has a further capability of detecting and locating the ground moving targets, which is an effective tool to monitor the vehicles in smart city. Recently, the developed compressive sensing (CS) theory tells us that a sparse signal can be exactly recovered in high probability from fewer measurements than those Nyquist sampling requires [11] . Accordingly, CS has drawn more and more attentions in HR radar imaging by using the sparse representation technique with superior performance, such as feature enhancement [12] , super-resolution [13] , sparse aperture (SA) imaging [14] and so on [15] . It is worth to mention that the sparse SAR imaging using SA data has also been studied, which mainly aims to reduce the burden of SAR system [16] - [19] .
For SAR of ground moving target imaging (SAR GMTIm), motion compensation is an important issue to determine the imaging performance of moving targets [17] - [21] . Apart from the motion of radar platform, there is additional motion of the moving targets, introducing migration through range cell (MTRC) and phase error modulation on the echo data. The response of moving targets in SAR image domain is always blurring even after applying the processing of SAR focusing. As a result, the motion compensation of moving targets is necessary. For this purpose, some typical methods have been proposed, such as maximum likelihood estimation [20] , time-frequency approach [21] and so on [22] . However, most of these existing methods are based on full aperture and cannot be directly applied to the SA data. In particular, for fast moving targets, there is inevitable Doppler ambiguity without knowing the ambiguity number, which increases the difficulty of MTRC correction during sparse imaging. Even some sparse approaches of SAR GMTIm have been studied to address these problems. However, it still needs further study to solve the sparse SAR GMTIm integrated with target motion compensation from the SA data, which motivates our study in this paper.
In this paper, we focus on sparse SAR GMTIm using SA data with accurate motion compensation. The compensation is separated into two parts. In the first step, the SPECAN processing is applied to mainly compensate the motion of radar platform by overcoming the Doppler ambiguity from SA. In the second step, a parametric sparse imaging approach is proposed to include the correction of the residual motion. In particular, a parametric and dynamic dictionary is used to address the issue of Doppler ambiguity. To resolve the multi-targets imaging, a modified orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) method is presented with a promising performance. Finally, experiments are performed to confirm the effectiveness of the proposal.
II. SIGNAL MODEL AND PREPROCESSING
The SAR imaging geometry of the moving targets is shown in Fig. 1 . The radar system is mounted on an airborne platform flying with a constant velocity of V . Meanwhile, the radar transmits wideband signals, such as linear frequency modulation (LFM) waveform, at a pulse repetition frequency (PRF). The moving direction of radar platform is defined as X axis while the vertical direction is defined as Y axis, determining the azimuth and range dimensions of imaging geometry, shown in Fig. 1 . The basic principle of SAR imaging is that the HR in the range dimension is based on transmitting the wideband LFM waveform while the HR in the azimuth dimension comes from the angle diversity between radar and the observed scenes. During the observation time of radar, the moving target P x p , y p also moves at a velocity of v x , v y in the imaging plane of two dimensions (2D). The instantaneous range from the radar to the moving target P at azimuth time t a can be written as where
, the expansion of second-order Taylor series is used by neglecting the higher-order terms. To monitor the moving targets, it is necessary to detect the moving targets from the clutters of stationary scenes, which is an important process during the remote sensing of smart city. To suppress the clutters, such as buildings or grasses, the multi-channel methods using the array technique [6] - [9] can be applied, such as space-time adaptive processing (STAP) [10] , displaced phase center antenna (DPCA) [3] and so on [5] . In the case of SA, the DPCA technique may be an ideal choose by overcoming the Doppler ambiguity. It is assumed that the DPCA technique [3] has already been successfully applied by removing the stationary clutters. The DPCA-after echo data can be expressed as
where σ p is the complex backscattering coefficient of P, W r (·) and W a (·) are the window functions in the range frequency f r and azimuth time t a domain, respectively, t p c is the center time of the observation of P, f c is the carrier frequency of transmitted signal, and c denotes the transmitting velocity of the electromagnetic wave (c = λ · f c ). By (1) and (2), it can be seen that the motion both from the radar platform and the moving targets introduces the range and phase modulations. So the motion of both the radar platform and moving targets needs to be compensated. The conventional SAR imaging algorithm is designed to compensate the MTRC and high-order phase from the radar platform. However, the popular frequency-domain method, such as Range-Doppler (RD) or chirp Scaling algorithm [1] , [2] , is infeasible when there is Doppler ambiguity due to the SA. Considering this factor, the SPECAN method presented in [23] is employed by avoiding the operations in the Doppler domain. The reference function of SPECAN is expressed as
Multiplied by (3), (2) is transformed as
where the range envelop term is in a linear form and the azimuth phase term is still a quadratic form. Fortunately, the range of phase variation has been reduced in a high degree after the SPECAN processing. Here, the phase term is modeled using the coefficients of R p , α p and β p (the detailed forms are not given here). In the envelop term, the Keystone transform [24] is an effective tool to correct the linear MTRC. However, it cannot work well when there is Doppler ambiguity: 1) the motion of moving target tends to introduce Doppler shift and may introduce Doppler ambiguity for the fast moving targets; 2) the SA data also introduce Doppler ambiguity with many artifacts in the image domain. As a result, it is a high challenge to realize MTRC correction during the imaging of moving targets from the SA data. In the phase term, different moving targets have different parameters of R p , α p and β p . It is also a challenge to perform target-variant phase error correction for the multiple moving targets on the SA data. These aforementioned issues are the main tasks of our work in this paper.
III. PROPOSED SPARSE METHOD
To realize SA imaging, the discrete SA signal model is introduced by using a parametric and dynamic dictionary. The discrete form of (4) can be written as
where s, x and n are the echo data, SAR image and system noise, respectively, and is the compressive sampling matrix of SA. In sparse radar imaging, the type of compressive random sampling (CRS) is usually used [14] , shown in Fig. 2 . In (5), (α, β) is a parametric dictionary to represent the motion modulation of all the moving targets with vectors of
. For convenience, (α, β) is decomposed into two parts as 1 (α) and 2 (β) to indicate the linear MTRC and phase modulations, respectively. The decomposition of the dictionary (α, β) is shown in Fig. 3 . As Fig. 3 shows that 2 (β) is the modulation of phase errors and y is the image without MTRC. In other words, y can be treated as the intermediate result of the MTRC-corrected image without phase error correction. Meanwhile, 1 (α) is the processing of MTRC modulation on the image. The detailed form of 1 (α) can be expressed as
. . .
where F r denotes the Fourier transform in the range dimension, F a-mtrc (n amb ) is a scaled transform in the azimuth dimension with a scaled factor of f r (f r (n) is the nth frequency of f r ), n amb is a vector of the unknown Doppler ambiguity number for all the moving targets, which is determined by α, M and N are the discrete number in the azimuth and range dimensions, respectively. The detailed form of 2 (β) is given by
where
a ) is the Fourier transform (or its inverse) in the azimuth dimension, is the Hadamard multiplication, C (β) F a is essentially a chirp Fourier dictionary, and γ m is a discrete chirp rate of β with a constant scaling factor. By (5), (6) and (7), the residual linear MTRC and phase errors are modeled using a parametric dictionary to integrate with the Doppler ambiguity number and chirp rate. Then, the sparse imaging approach is employed for SA imaging and parameter estimation, which is expressed as x, n amb , β = arg min
where · 0 is the L 0 -norm of a vector. In (8), the SAR imaging and parameters estimation are performed simultaneously, treated as a parametric approach of sparse imaging. The Doppler ambiguity number and chirp rate for each moving targets need to be estimated with updating the dictionary (α, β) during the sparse imaging. In fact, the problem of (8) is a NP-hard problem due to the minimum L 0 -norm constraint and the discrete searching for the Doppler ambiguity number. To approximately solve (8) , an orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) approach is presented, which acts as the following procedure:
1) Prominent moving target extraction. In this step, the major component of the moving targets is extracted by estimating and compensating the target motion. Due to the high-dimensional search for α and β, the estimations of α and β are separated for simplicity. The Doppler ambiguity number estimation is implemented as
whereñ p amb is the estimated ambiguity number for the pth moving target (1 ≤ p ≤ P, and p = 1 for the first major moving target at the beginning),ñ p andm p are the numbers of range and azimuth cell for the pth moving target. During the estimation of n p amb , the searching dynamic can be properly set according to the type of moving target. For example, the velocity of vehicle is usually limited at −180km/s∼180km/s. In the following experiments, the searching dynamic of Doppler ambiguity number n p amb is set as -3∼3, which is usually enough for most of the moving targets in smart city. (10) whereỹ p−win is the window processing result ofỹ p centered at m p andñ p ,β p is the estimated chirp of the pth moving target.
Note thatm p andñ p are newly updated using (10) . Next, the signal component of moving target is estimated as
wherex p is the estimation of the pth moving target.
2) Residual component calculation. In this step, the echo data in (5) is updated by subtracting the signal component of the already estimated moving target in step (1), which is expressed ass
wherex p is a SAR image with the ñ p ,m p th component asx p . After that, the echo data is renewed as s =s. Besides, it is set as p = p + 1.
3) Iterations.
Using the same procedure of steps (1) and (2), the next prominent moving target is continually extracted by estimating the parameters. Meanwhile, s is also newly updated using (12) . In this way, repeat the steps of (1) and (2) and stop until all the moving targets are extracted.
Using the aforementioned OMP algorithm, all the moving targets can be extracted by realizing the MTRC and phase error corrections from the SA data. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS A. SIMULATED DATA EXPERIMENTS
In this subsection, experiments based on simulated data are performed to show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The parameters of simulated radar system are listed in Table 1 . In the simulation, there are three moving targets with the velocity of (15, 10), (10, 5) and (−2.5, 0.5) m/s at the azimuth and range dimensions, respectively. It can be calculated that two of the targets have the Doppler ambiguity with the same number of 1. The range profiles are shown in Fig. 4(a) to indicate the presence of obvious MTRC. The linear MTRC mainly comes from the range velocity of the moving targets while the quadratic one is from the motion modulation of the radar platform. To compensate the motion modulation in envelop and phase terms, the SPECAN method [23] presented in section II is applied and the processed range profiles are shown in Fig. 4(b) . As Fig. 4(b) shows that the MTRC is in a linear form now after the SPECAN processing. Then the Keystone transform [24] is used, trying to correct the residual linear MTRC. [23] , and (c) Keystone transform [24] . SAR images: (d) Fourier transform on (c) in the azimuth dimension, (e) our proposed algorithm, and (f) is the locally enlarged picture of (e). The result is show in Fig. 4(c) . The range profiles of the slowspeed moving target have been successfully corrected, shown in Fig. 4(c) . Unfortunately, there is still large MTRC for the two moving targets with Doppler ambiguity. After that, the Fourier transform in the azimuth dimension is applied to obtain the SAR image without phase error correction, shown in Fig. 4(d) . As Fig. 4(d) shows that there is obvious 2D blurring for the two fast moving targets. As a result, it is necessary to perform the motion compensation of the moving targets, including the MTRC and phase error corrections. In the case of full aperture, the proposed parametric sparse algorithm in this paper is employed for well-focused image, shown in Fig. 4(e) . For clarity, the red rectangular area in Fig. 4(e) is enlarged to be shown in Fig. 4(f) . It is clear from Fig. 4 (e) and 4(f) that the perfect motion compensation on the moving targets can be achieved with MTRC and phase error corrections by overcoming the Doppler ambiguity.
As follows, the experiments using the SA data are performed using our proposed algorithm. To test the robustness of the proposed algorithm, different levels of complex random Gaussian noise are added the echo data and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is set as 20 dB, 10 dB and 5 dB, respectively. In the simulation, the SA data are used with the data amounts as a half and a quarter of the full aperture, shown in Fig. 5(a) and (c) , respectively. Then, the azimuth focusing in the azimuth dimension is applied using the conventional SAR imaging algorithm. The processed results are shown in Fig. 5(b) and (d) on the two datasets. As Fig. 5(b) and (d) show that there are too many artifacts in the image domain. The reason is mainly two factors: one is the SA data and the other one is the potential residual MTRC and phase error modulation. To overcome both the SA and motion modulation, our proposed algorithm is applied on the six datasets with SNR = 20 dB, 10 dB and 5 dB in two cases of sparse sampling. The sparsely reconstructed images are shown in Fig.6 . As Fig. 6 shows that the first row are the results using half pulses of the full aperture while the second row are the ones using a quarter pulses. It is clear that the wellfocused images can be obtained from the data of compressive sampling using our proposed algorithm, which is beneficial from the procedure of sparse imaging joint with motion compensation.
B. REAL DATA EXPERIMENTS
To further confirm the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm, the experiments are performed using the measured data from an airborne platform. The radar system has one transmitter and three receivers, operating at X-band with signal bandwidth of 18 MHz and pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of about 830 Hz. Here, 1024 pulses are used for SAR GMTIm with azimuth resolution of about 6.0 m. After channel alignment and channel balancing, SAR focusing, including SPECAN processing [23] and Keystone transform [24] , are applied to obtain coarsely focused SAR image, shown in Fig. 7(a) . As Fig. 7(a) shows that there is 2D or at least azimuth dimension blurring for most of the moving targets. The range blurring is due to the presence of MTRC from the Doppler ambiguity. The azimuth blurring comes from the phase error modulation of the moving targets. As a result, the residual MTRC and phase error corrections need to be performed for well-focused image. Then, our proposed algorithm is applied and the sparsely reconstructed image is shown in Fig. 7(b) , where both the MTRC and phase error have been successfully removed. Next, the SA data are used for sparse imaging using our proposed algorithm. Fig. 7(c) and (e) show the used data with a half and a quarter of the full aperture. Meanwhile, Fig. 7(d) and (f) are the sparsely reconstructed images in the two cases. It can be clearly seen that our proposed algorithm can well deal with the SA and motion compensation to obtain high-quality SAR images even when there is Doppler ambiguity. The superiority is mainly due to the proposed parametric sparse approach in this paper. All the experimental results above can be used to confirm the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a parametric sparse algorithm of SAR GMTIm is proposed by addressing the SA imaging integrated with motion compensation. In the scheme, a parametric deaconry is used to include the Doppler ambiguity and phase modulation. Then, a modified OMP method is presented to realize the sparse non-ambiguous imaging for multi-moving-targets. Finally, experimental analysis using both simulated and real data validates the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Then main work of this paper focuses on well-focused imaging of the moving targets, including detection. The further study is to locate the moving targets, which is also very important during the remote sensing of smart city. 
